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Bipod End Frame Fitting

MSRP $196.00
SALE $139.00

Highlights:
Use 2 End frame fittings for any size swing
Use middle frame fitting for any size swing
with 4 or more seats
Available color includes blue or green
Welded nuts with included hardware make
assemble DIY safe

Age Group: Not Applicable

A-Frame Swing Set Brackets
A-frame swing sets are one of the most popular and traditional pieces of playground equipment on the market.
Whether you are installing a swing set for a yard, park, or playground, you need proper components to ensure that
the result is a long-lasting piece of equipment. Our swing set brackets are designed to support a sturdy piece of
equipment that will hold up to weather, wear, and years of play time.

This Jensen Bipod End Frame Fitting accepts the industry-standard 2 3/8-inch galvanized steel pipe. These swing set
brackets are available in blue and green. This A-frame bracket for swing set kits can be used as a replacement part or
in a custom build.

Building a swing set can be challenging, but at AAA State of Play, we try to make the process of assembling your own
swing easier by offering the best commercial-grade swing set pipe fittings to the public. The Jensen Bipod End Frame
Fitting is designed to include two supports on the ends of the fitting. Welded screw holes allow tightening of the rails
to the fitting. This hardware makes installation safe for those who are DIY enthusiasts.

AAA State of Play does offer professional installation services that can install A-frame swing set brackets for you, but
we want to help out the DIY crowd, too. Our list of how-to resources and playground planning guides can help you
create the space you’re imagining.

And AAA State of Play has so much more than swing set pipe fittings. [Read More]
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